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Informatics systems offer the possibility to obtain, analyzing and interpreting of 
a huge quantities of information, helping the managers to react more quickly 
into an economic medium more and more complex and dynamic. The 
informational technologies have influenced and continue to influence the 
evolution of the managerial process, offering more and more strong tools 
to managers in the decisional process.    In this paper I present some examples 
of software support and informatics systems used in the assisted decisional 
process to conduct and management of the agricultural farms. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The computer systems represent an important component within 

agriculture, due to the fact that they induce an increase in the managerial 
process efficiency, by centralizing, managing and making the information 
available.  In the decisional processes, the informational systems are able to 
perform all informational requests of the management and to work correctly 
at any organizational level.  Integrated information systems constitute a way 
of ensuring an efficient work of the agricultural management system. The 
implications in agriculture of the integrated computer systems have proven 
useful. An ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) it’s a complex software 
application multi-modulated which integrate economics processes of the 
enterprise with the purpose to optimize and grow efficiency. 

 

RESULTS 
In this paper, I present software (informatics products) for assisting 

the decision in management of the agricultural farms:  Farm Works, Farm 
Biz, AgExpert Analyst, AgExpert Field Manager PRO, Farm Files and 
SIGA. 
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FARM WORKS SOFTWARE®  
COMPLETE, INTEGRATED FARM MANAGEMENT (1.) (farmworks) 

Farm Works Software offers a suite of fully integrated farm 
management programs. These programs are designed specifically to help 
producers operate their farm more profitably. In addition to farm 
management programs (For the Office, For Livestock, For The Field), Farm 
Works also offers software for agricultural consultants and retailers (For 
Retail & Ag Service) as well as a farming game (For Fun & Education).  

For the Office 
     Farm Trac (Mapping and Field 
Record Keeping) its a complete field 
record-keeping software for agricultural 
use. Farm Trac lets you keep automatic 
notations for field history and chemical 
usage, apply direct costs to each crop, 
plan future farming operations, and 
much more. Its used with Farm Funds to 

add accounting features for farming enterprise.  
  Farm Funds (Accounting for Farmers and Agri-business) is a complete 
farm cost management package, fully integrated with Farm Trac and Farm 
Stock that maintains your books on both the accrual and cash basis. This 
allows you to know exactly how profitable each enterprise really is on your 
farm, while still maintaining the records you need for tax purposes.  

Farm Site (GPS Mapping & Field Layering) is a powerful, 
flexible program for mapping and data layering, from downloading aerial 
photos and tracing field boundaries to importing yield data. Farm Site 
provides unlimited layers for yield mapping, application logs, soil types, soil 
sample results, tile lines, and more. The integration with Farm Trac is 
unique. If importing yield or application data into Farm Site, Farm Trac will 
convert this spatial data into a field record with fewer steps.  

Farm Sync (Hands-Free, Wireless Data Transfer) enables you to 
transfer data from field computers to office or home computers without 
wires. This eliminates lost data in the field, easily keeps records current, and 
saves time and effort. Farm Sync allows data transfer between your Farm 
Trac/Farm Site (or Site Pro) and Site Mate/Trac Mate.  

For Livestock: Farm Stock (Livestock and Herd Management) 
has something for every livestock operation, large or small, from the handy 

http://www.123farmworks.com/software.htm
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calendar with automatic event scheduling to the hassle-free blood line area; 
from the extensive yet flexible record-keeping to the comprehensive reports.  

Stock Mate (Portable Livestock Management) is a livestock 
record-keeping on any Pocket PC or laptop PC running Windows 95 or 
higher. Stock Mate makes entering and updating livestock records easier to 
the barn or pasture than on the desktop computer. No more printing 
worksheets, making handwritten notes, to later input details into Stock.  

For the Field 
Trac Mate (Portable Field Record Keeping). Farm Trac Mate 

integrates with Farm Trac and Site Pro to provide field record-keeping for 
pocket PC computers running Microsoft Windows CE 2.0 or higher. Trac 
Mate lets you enter field records while you're in the field.  

Site Mate (Portable GPS Mapping, Scouting & Sampling, and 
Variable Rate Control). Farm Site Mate enables site specific mapping, 
scouting, soil sampling and variable rate control. It runs on a pocket PC 
computer running WindowsCE 2.0 or higher, or a laptop computer with 
Windows 95 or higher, along with a GPS receiver. Site Mate allows you to 
easily create maps of field boundaries, weed areas, tile lines, spray paths, 
soil sample locations. These maps may then be used in most GIS programs 
including Farm Site or Site Pro. Farm Site Mate also works with most 
variable rate controllers for precise application of product.  

Guide Mate (Lightbar Guidance Display). The Guidance (Guide 
Mate) module of Site Mate adds an on-screen light-bar to Site Mate Basic. 
Guide Mate is the first product to provide an affordable guidance solution 
that works on industry standard Pocket PCs, based on years of experience in 
the GPS guidance market. Guide Mate is fully integrated with Site Mate 
Basic so users can quickly flip between the light-bar display of Guide Mate 
and a coverage map generated with Site Mate.  

For Retail and Agricultural Service Businesses 
 Site Pro (GPS Mapping & Field Layering for Multiple Farms or 

Clients) is the package designed to keep crop consultants, co-ops, insurance 
agents, tile contractors, seed representatives and others ahead of the game! 
Site Pro takes the features of Farm Trac and Farm Site and adds a limitless 
number of clients. Layers of mapping data along with field and chemical 
records can be kept for each of your customers.  

Site Pro Dispatch (Fleet Management for Farm Works Software) is 
software designed to synchronize data and track machinery and equipment 
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for agronomy dealers and custom applicators. Dispatchers may look at a 
computer screen to see where machinery is located. Applicators may send 
completed work orders back to the office and have them processed into your 
accounting package as soon as the field is completed. 
    For Fun and Education (Stake Your Acres) is an Educ. Farming Game. 

FARMBIZ  (2.)  
AGRICULTURAL SOFTWARE FOR FARMERS & RANCHERS  

Provide Farmers & Ranchers with Computer Solutions for over 30 years. 
Specialized Data Systems (SDS) develops Agricultural Software for Farms 
and Ranches. Theirs mission is to offer new technology at a reasonable cost 
to Farm & Ranch Families across the U.S.  

Farm Software Products (2.) ( farmbiz.com/products1.htm ) 
a. Farm Biz uses a specially designed chart of accounts for Farm & 

Ranch businesses. No debits, credits or knowledge of complex accounting 
practices are needed to get started. Farm Biz is recommended by Farm & 
Ranch Management Instructors as the most cost effective software to use.  

b. My Field Crop Records - Monitors your Seed, Fertilizer & 
Chemical costs per crop, field, and acre. Utilizes: FSA or Google Earth 
Maps; Chemical mix formulations; EPA compliant; Break–even analysis 
reports by crop or field; Multiple year history.  

c. Ultra Farm is a cash farm accounting system with integrated 
Payroll, Enterprise Analysis, and Perpetual Inventory. Reports include: 
Cashflows, Crop Break-even, Livestock Analysis, Balance Sheet with 
supporting schedules, Schedule F and more. An evaluation Farm Biz 
program is available for download. The Demo CD is free (release Nov. ’07). 

Farm Biz Software (farmbiz.com/biz1.htm) it’s an ideal program for Cash 
Crop and Livestock. Farm Biz is your shortcut to computerized Farm 
Accounting (it's compatible with all versions of Windows). Farm Biz is 

designed specifically for farmers and ranchers. Farm 
and ranch management professionals recommend the 
program as one of the easiest and most cost-effective 
ag computer software programs available.  

Farm Biz is a complete farm financial record 
keeping package that requires absolutely no setup or 
accounting background. Even beginners can enter 
checking account information and begin printing 

management reports in a matter of minutes. 

http://www.farmbiz.com/products1.htm
http://www.farmbiz.com/biz1.htm
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The chart of accounts designed specifically for farm and ranch 
businesses lets users produce reports including checkbook balance, farm 
profit and loss, complete year detail, cashflow, budget forecasts, vendor 
activity, employee earnings, enterprise analysis, purchase analysis, sales 
analysis, money borrowed, net worth, schedule F and more. 

“My Field” Crop Software (3.) (farmbiz.com/my_field) is a Crop Records 
designed so the user can input as little or as much information as desired. 
Each producer can utilize different components for requirements. We can 
have an unlimited number of Field and Crops 

- Fields and Crops. Are allows multiple Crops in a field (double 
crop, strip crop etc). Field information rolls over from year to year without 
the need to re-enter anything except the intended new crop to harvest. 

 - Field maps can be scanned or FSA (Farm Service Agency) map 
images loaded. Maps from satellite imagery at Maps.Google.com can also 
be used. A field work order with map and space for field work notes can be 
printed for use by custom contractors.  

- Chemicals, Fertilizer & Seed inputs can be purchased in bulk with 
the unit/quantity & price reported.  As the events are recorded for a crop, the 
cost is computed based upon the application rates per acre or field that you 
specify.  The chemicals, fertilizers, and seeds can be entered on the fly and 
are automatically added to the specific pick list.  

- Each piece of equipment can be assigned an hourly or per acre cost 
of operation Calculations are broken down by acre and field.  

- Tank Mix Formulation automatically calculates the total cost for 
the mix on the screen as each ingredient is added to the mix.   
  - Minimal input is required. Producers can choose minimal or 
complete detail for their records.  

Ultra Farm Software (3.) (farmbiz.com/ultrafarm) is an integrated system 
designed for Farmers & Ranchers that want to get quick and accurate results 
without spending hours designing a chart of accounts and customizing their 
reports, if you want inventory of crops or livestock, payroll, check writing 
from multiple accounts and complete enterprise analysis.  

Ultra Farm has all the reports you'll need for solid management. 
Input screens guide the user with pop-up windows for vendors, a predefined 
chart of accounts, and a large choice of crops and livestock enterprises. 
(Personalize Favorites List to show only the Items applicable for farm). 

    

http://www.farmbiz.com/my_field.htm
http://www.farmbiz.com/ultrafarm.htm
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 AGEXPERT ANALIST  ( 4.) (agexpert.)  
 (agexpert.ca/en/AccountingSoftware/)  

Accounting Software (Insightful accounting for agriculture). We 
noticed how much easier are the decisions when we have the right 
information, and we can have it with 
AgExpert Analyst, fully integrated accounting 
software for agricultural producers. 

Using AgExpert Analyst accounting 
software we can enter all our income and 
expenses, track our inventory and capital 
assets, complete our GST and CAIS reporting 
and prepare financial statements. 

AgExpert Main Window. In AgExpert 
Analyst 2008, the title bar will display the current year-end mode of the data 
file as well as the application name, AgExpert Analyst, and the name of the 
current data file. In this example, the data file is Normal Mode, which tells 
us that a year-end has not been initiated on it. 

AgExpert Analyst is easy to install. Track all income, expense, GST, 
and inventory for farm management and other reporting, including the CAIS 
program. Analyst has the capacity for expansion. Start with the basic 
features and grow into more advanced features as you need them.  

Easy Transaction Entry Screen. AgExpert Analyst 2008 has an 
easy-to-use transaction screen to quickly and easily enter all of your 
income, expense and inventory transactions. Automatic tracking of 
business/personal expense splits, GST, and CAIS inventory details make 
AgExpert Analyst the ideal software program for Canadian producers. 

Farm-Specific Inventory Information. Whether you're tracking 
inventory for management purposes or to compile information for 
regulatory programs such as CAIS, AgExpertAnalyst makes it easy. Enter 
production information for any type of commodity (crop or livestock). 

- Automatically update inventory values when entering sales. 
- Generate detailed inventory reports for easier management. 
Payroll.  AgExpert Analyst has a built-in payroll register that allows 

full manual payroll capability and an optional automated payroll module to 
automatically calculate all Revenue Canada source deductions, saving  time. 

http://www.agexpert.ca/en/index.asp
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Manage Capital Assets.You can track all capital assets to maintain a 
detailed Capital Assets Listing. This feature is unique to AgExpert Analyst. 

Fair Market Value and Net Worth Statements. AgExpert Analyst 
offers you the unique capability to enter fair market values for your general 
and capital assets and to generate a Net Worth Statement.  

Management Accounting Features (Enterprise Accounting). 
AgExpert Analyst provides an easy way to track income and expenses by 
each individual enterprise on a farm Enterprise accounting can be set up any 
time.Income statements can show incomes and expenses for each enterprise. 

AGEXPERT FIELD MANAGER PRO (5.) (agexpert.ca/en/Management/) 

With AgExpert Field Manager PRO (Field & Crop Management 
Software) we can keep all crop and field management information in one 
place, update it when we're in the field, and quickly compare crop scenarios. 
Looking at field history from past years, we can then make great business 
decisions for our operation. AgExpert Field Manager PRO with its two 
components, create one powerful system to record, analyze and plan our 
field records. Using Field Manager PRO Desktop on our PC we can keep 
records, compare crop plans, run crop projections and generate reports. 
Takeing Field Manager PRO Mobile to the field we can review and enter 
information. We can even track information for compliance with 
government programs such as CAIS, and legislation including crop 
insurance and nutrient management reporting. 
  Features and Benefits: - Keep track of all your field and crop details:  
- enter all your operations and observations: planting, fertilizing, pest 
control, irrigation, tillage, harvest, GPS waypoints, image and field maps, 
soil test, weather and others; - single-pass operations and multi-field 
operations;  - customize your input lists: seeds, fertilizers, pesticides; 
manage your suppliers, equipment and labour lists; - manage your inventory 
and storage locations; - track your sales and purchases. 

- The flexibility to work from your office or your field 
- Make more money by planting your crops based on the most 

profitable scenario: create multiple farm plans to easily compare different 
scenarios; see how different strategies could affect your business. 

Adding Operations and Observations. Once all the setup is 
complete, you can add operations (any activity you perform on a land area) 
and observations to the farm. The program allows you to enter six types of 
operations: Planting, Fertilizing, Pest Control, Irrigation, Tillage and Other 

http://www.agexpert.ca/en/ManagementSoftware/managementsoftware_e.asp
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Operations. All operations are entered from the same window. You can 
enter multiple operations with one entry. For example, if you planted and 
fertilized at the same time, you can enter both operations as a single record. 

Plan. Plan to make more money – and better business decisions. 
With Field Manager PRO, you can run different crop plans and projections 
to find the most profitable scenarios for your operation.  

Reports. Field Manager PRO will generate numerous record-keeping 
and analysis reports providing you a clear picture of your field production 
history. You can customize reports.  

Identity Preserved (IP). Manage crop rotations for sustainable 
productivity. Monitor yields by field to measure and improve crop 
performance. Manage herbicide use to prevent weed resistance and crop 
injury. Trace production for IP crops and generate crop insurance reports. 
You'll instantly know your profit by field and by farm  

Inventory. Field Manager PRO provides an accurate inventory of the 
individual crop amounts you have on hand. When you harvest a crop, sell a 
crop, or adjust a crop, your inventory on hand is adjusted accordingly to 
keep an accurate running balance of the current amount and the record will 
show up in this list. The inventory console shows all inventory transactions 
from your very first entry up until today. 

FARM  FILES  (6.)  ( http://www.farmfiles.com) 

a. Farm Files CropsTM is an agricultural software package that 
tracks harvest data, crops, chemicals, fertilizer, planting, tillage, contracts, 
elevator inventory, expenses, net income, custom trucking and field mapping 
for your farm. This farm software allows you to track important information 
on your farm such as the previous crop, condition of the field when planted, 
planting depth, planting population, rates, etc. Generate farm record keeping 
reports to use at your local FSA office and insurance agency to prove your 
crop yields. This agricultural software package allows you to generate 
custom-made reports for a specific person, year, field, commodity, or 
elevator. Farm Files was designed for hard working farmers with a full 
schedule.They know from own experience in farming what a farm record 
system needs, they have lived and worked on a family farm.  

b. Farm Files LivestockTM is a Cow/Calf software package that 
tracks breeds, treatments, moving cattle, recording breeds, measuring 
weight gains, purchase and sales transactions, deaths, and blood lines for 

http://www.farmfiles.com/
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your cattle. The treatment section allows to administer medicines to your 
animals individually or you can treat them by group (heifers, steers, bulls).  

Farm Files CropsTM (.farmfiles.com/crops.). Farm Files Premier tracks 
commodities, fields, harvest, chemicals, planting, fertilizer, tillage, 
expenses, income, contracts and custom trucking. 

Harvest - Preview Farm Files Crops Sample Reports 
Commodities. The commodities form allows you to enter any 

commodity you raise and its crop weight. Farm Files is not limited to a 
specific geographical region or crop. 

Fields. The fields form allows you to enter the names of your fields, 
the year that the crop was grown, the number of acres in each field, the 
name of the commodity or crop, and then attach the name of the 
tenant/owners, and his/her share percentage of the crop. This will be used 
for reporting purposes to automatically calculate each person's net bushels. 

Field Mapping. Farm Files lets you draw out and design your fields. 
If you have a scanner you can scan a map such as your FSA field mappings.  

Harvest. The harvest form tracks the 
commodity/crop you are growing, the year, 
field, date, moisture, test weight, protein/oil, 
truck/driver, gross, tare, dockage, net 
weight, and bushels/cwt./ton. In this form 
you can also click the moisture button to 
enter your shrinkage information. 

Fertilizer. The fertilizer area contains the name of the fertilizer used, 
analysis, field, date, year, crop, method of application, rate, cost. 

Tillage.  The tillage form allows you to track your fields, date, year, 
method of tillage, crop, acres, cost, and any additional comments. 

Chemicals.  Farm Files is compliant with all the regulations that the 
federal government requires the general applicator to keep track of. 

 Planting. In the planting form, you will be able to track the field 
where the commodity was planted, date, year, crop, variety, population, 
acres, planting depth, condition of the field when planted, previous crop, 
cost, and any additional comments. 
     Expenses. In the expense area you can enter any additional expenses that 
you might have incurred other than chemical, fertilizer, planting and tillage.  

Income. The income area is where you can enter your income 
transactions such as selling of your grain, government payments, etc. 

http://www.farmfiles.com/crops.html
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SIGA - The Best Field And Crop Management Tool  (7.) (siga.net/) 

SIGA – SigaFinance for Windows is the ideal tool to manage your 
enterprise finance.  

SIGA - The Best Field and Crop Management Tool permit: 
- Draw your own farm layout using an aerial photo or other media;  
- Easy crop management (seeding, mineral fertilizers, manures, pesticides); 
- Provides a bird's-eye view of your crop rotation by field, year and variety; 
- Answers all your questions 
regarding field activities with a 
search function displaying results on 
a field map or in a report. 

Electronic Notepad - SigaField 
introduces the electronic notepad 
module for hand held computers. 

Fertilizer: - Reduces fertilizer 
costs by calculating nutrient 
requirements based on the latest integrated fertilizer methods (previous 
crops, green fertilizer, manures, etc.); - Calculates the actual fertilizer value 
of your manure by taking into account all losses; - Save by formulating 
mineral fertilizers accordings to exact need and least-cost. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The managerial agricultural process, to any level, it’s strong 
influenced by informatics. In this context, considering the studies and the 
researches that have been made, we can say that the eficiency of managerial 
system of the enterprise, the decision’s rationality, are depending on the 
optimzation of the informational-decisional system, realizable by using an 
informatic Decision Support System well thought out and elaborated. 
Integrated informatic systems constitute a way of ensuring an efficient work 
of the agricultural management system. 
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